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_________________________________________________________________________

It begins millions of years ago with algal mats and bryophytes. 
Later, when the water recedes, the earth is stitched with 
gymnosperms, angiosperms, grass fills the open expanse. 

It begins the way all beginnings do. Everything is new, unknown, 
cellular. The sun spills its full splendor across the landscape. 

It begins with her opening, almost imperceptibly, toward the light.  

_________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________

It begins with an organism resembling the earthworm. The change 
is incremental but over time it grows legs, an abdomen, thorax, 
and head. 

It begins with the cambrian explosion, the rapid appearance of 
animal phyla and the evolution of organisms. 

It begins with sight, with the development of the compound eye, 
a patchwork of eyes or ommatidia, which in their multiplicity 
provide the ability to see in many directions. There are 25,000 
ommatidia in the dragonfly, accommodating its swift flight.  

Intersect. It begins with him, the presencing of, a multitude  
of parts.

_________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________

Compound eyes can assimilate visual changes at a rapid rate, 
but such hurried processing has its drawbacks. The brain must 
interpret a composite of different, high resolution pictures. It 
must fuse a moving image. The dragonfly cannot differentiate 
between an enemy and a mate. It must fly very close to the 
winged other before it knows what happens next—tap, tap,  
tap—sex or death. 

_________________________________________________________________________

The visual field of humans, of predators, involves large areas 
of binocular vision. This improves depth perceptions, makes 
possible the chase. 

_________________________________________________________________________

It begins at night, in the dark interior. She can barely make out 
his face, but his scent is unmistakable. Pheromones. It begins with 
this, a lusting for. 

_________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________

Fluttering. Insects travel great distances to satisfy their ecological 
requirements. 

He swims the atlantic, traverses the north american continent, 
then burrows in. 

She remains west, developing in situ, a process of adaptation 
and random selection. Like darwin’s finches, her beak is shaped 
perfectly to harvest local seeds, her body just small enough to slip 
between the thorns of the acacia tree. 

If she is the product of sympatric speciation, then he is allopatric, 
vicariant, genetically isolate.

_________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________

In every family there are genetic pathways, tributaries that guide 
molecular units of heredity. She hears them calling to her the way 
dawn calls the sun. She has been asleep so long that their voices 
have become urgent. They tell her things in a language she does 
not understand.  

Indaanis, my daughter, and then the wind. 

When she opens her eyes, the sky is bright, as if she had slept half 
the day, half of her life. 

Indaanis, the ice caps are melting. Watch out for the river. It will flood soon.

_________________________________________________________________________




